Human parechovirus seroprevalence in Finland and the Netherlands.
Human parechoviruses (HPeVs) are RNA viruses associated with mild gastrointestinal and respiratory infections in children, but may also cause neonatal sepsis and CNS infections in infants. While the prevalence of HPeVs is known mostly among hospitalized populations, the knowledge of HPeV seroprevalence in the general population is poor. The aim of this study was to identify and compare the HPeV1-6 seroprevalence in Finnish and Dutch populations. A type specific microneutralization assay was set up for detecting neutralizing antibodies (nABs) against HPeV types 1-6. Altogether 616 serum samples from Finnish and Dutch population were analyzed for antibodies against HPeVs. The samples were collected from Finnish children aged 1, 5 or 10 years, Finnish adults, 0- to 5-year-old Dutch children, Dutch women of childbearing age and Dutch HIV-positive men. In both adult populations, seropositivity was high against HPeV1 (99% in Finnish and 92% in Dutch samples) and HPeV2 (86% and 95%). Against HPeV4, the seropositivity was similar (62% and 60%). In Dutch adults, nABs against HPeV5 and 6 (75% and 74%) were detected more often than in Finnish adults (35% and 57%, respectively). In contrast, seropositivity against HPeV3 was as low as 13% in the Finnish and 10% in the Dutch adults. The seroprevalence of all HPeV types increased with age. The seroprevalence of HPeVs is high in Finnish and Dutch populations and HPeV type 2 and types 4-6 are significantly more prevalent compared to earlier reports. The seroprevalence of antibodies observed against HPeV3 was low.